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The Methuselah Project denunciation
7, too good for this world.
QouQou: "Wims"
#iloveu …

The Methuselah Project fantasy
7, too good for this world.
QouQou: "Wims"
#PsychoTerror … .

since 14.03.02
Please bookmark this site (Ctrl-D)

Name: C. Bayer
Nickname: Sophie IF.
ID: 0.0001
Alias: Kris.
Age: 06/18/81
Relationship: Ask me
Job: Database developer
Business: Mind management
Slogan: Sie selbst sind die Antwort. 
Hobbies: Yamaha keyboard, computer, roller-skating, TV, radio.
Interests: I am since 9 years psychotic, but health and try to find a job.

My person:
My life started in H. near the city O. . I am a funny person and I have the reason 
to life. I lived in a big house with my parents and a twin brother. I do not take 
drugs and I life in self-chosen freedom. I want to work, and I am working strong on
myself. My main aims are now to get a starting job with a good work and career.

My aims:
In my life, I love to play Yamaha keyboard music or electronic music systems. I 
like doing good work with a group and to pay attention to my working friends and 
other members. I am every day friendly, and I do want to laugh much.

For risks and side-effects ask your doctor or pharmacist. This home page is 
psychology and is a real nature. Creative Commons License    Use as is

My person
Hy! Who knows me. My name is Christian Bayer. I am always feeling lucky and I think
crazy things. After my curing in drugs, talking is not a problem anymore. The 
change of my old friends after drugs were very hard. I am still being a bit shy. 
Friends, my music and girls are the most important things I have.

The way I did @ Christian Bayer
I was born in a normal family, and I got a twin brother. My father and mother did 
very well. I got my first PC at the age of seven. I started to read web sites in 
the age of 14. My first criminal law was the independent home of a good hacker web 
site. Then, I started to get big, I got my own computer and got the office-
distribution. There I had no imagination of Linux, so I started my work with 
Microsoft his MS-DOS. There I learned how to game and especially, how to complete 
official messages. In this mess, I started to make a web site that defined as a web
site about law. I have not gotten a mope, or a motorbike because my parents 



pretended that it would be dangerous. So, and so forth I started to get my mouth 
off, I had many good friends, and we all were in a gymnastic club. This intended to
be a good life for years.

Design meets – fashion
The bad side at this page is that it is not in style. We wear things and cannot 
imagine how the world is running us away. A new fact with us is the new work and 
working with finances, with that, to get back at the theme, we buy clothes and that
what we want. We are not buying the whole time, but we buy what we self like. We 
wear what we like most, and for a longer time. Style is the best way to work around
with what we are and how we feel. Nevertheless, we should not forget to blame and 
make angry no one. Several different styles are girls styles for example. Another 
example is the different wearing at different places at our body. However, to see 
this from a different point, we imagine we are at home of a good friend, and he is 
wearing the best trousers that we have ever seen, and we think I want the same! 
Nevertheless, it would never be the same for us, would not it? To do not talk, much
I guess you: You should wear how you like it. Silly text, but it works probably at 
that. I do not want to say that anyone should wear something crazy, but sometimes 
it fits very well. To get more official you should not forget the right rings and 
ear-wear. To do your a bit more beautiful, you should use a bit of cream that you 
blink good. I am mentioning a good sunny and not cool perfume to taste fine. Your 
trousers colour should be preferably black and with high-heels and a good design, 
and please sport-shoes are so an old design. My fact is: All are people, but they 
all wear different designs.

My hometown
I life near the end of a small village and there is every day the question where to
go out with my friends. We now go to the Junior-Club party. It is a lot of fun to 
meet others because we believe to get being has seen by one another. I suggest a 
good hairstyle and normal clothes. The difference between old and new clothes is to
wear them differently. How I get in touch is well-known. I am speaking like crazy 
and dance until the morning. My intention is to play the perfect boy. Hey, alcohol 
is super OUT and please minimally wait until you can invite someone. Visitors are 
arriving every minute. I prefer with my alcohol a cold Coca-Cola to be smarter.
The party finally ends when all doors are shut and love takes the whole night. In 
addition, I am telling not every evens the same story. An own problem is there fast
discussed. You need a bit of fun yourself, to get in touch with the best times. 
Better was discussion about habits, your feels and your problems in the evening. 
Good fun should be the main task, and you should stay in touch with your main 
habits to do not stay unfriendly. In my own life, the most important thing was the 
right speech, but possibly are the facts maybe more important.
Think in your thoughts, already at your attention.

The old fund game
How it works:
Register.
The registration process is very fast.
Make a new post with the fund as headline.
Search the price in the frame.
Write the end, start and body volume in the frame.
We start with 100.000$.
Write the bit and volume in the next frame.

YOU ARE FINISHED
- LET US BUILD A COLUMN

Official rules
Finally, I do not want to mention anything to all but bring a bit of space between 
us and our lifestyle and to blame not anything or someone. Instead, I need to say 



that several possibilities are better than the best normal meaning. Nevertheless, 
we are not here to discuss this nonsense, see in the eyes of soul and to habitually
do not get such web sites. Nevertheless, do not intolerant the inconsequential in 
your surroundings. In addition, there will be the better good life.

Summertime
I think sometimes early at the spring, but sometimes it is surprising me. I think 
the spring is a beautiful time. Because it has the right temperature and the right 
feels that it is the best scene for long walks and new trips with friends. The 
theme is the spring and its beautiful thoughts. I think very happy to these scenes.
Perhaps we sit at the beautiful grass and talking a good long time. The past has 
shown that there is no better situation as sitting in the grass and talking, all 
times. There were sometime times you can sit and talk to everybody about so many 
differently themes. Here, it could be that you use problems, and that you lose 
touch with what you are remembering. Many people are talking many unrelated stories
that the best fact is to cross the situation silently. To start the theme over 
again you need attention to go in your surroundings back. A simple situation could 
be so hard that you lose control at the profanity for your time in spring. The 
thoughts at coming holidays are a hard main fact according to life and hope and to 
give a reason to the way we life. Hope and memories are often dispatched and are 
relations for me to think about the sense of words and feels. Someone who is 
viewing a memory is: Someone who will be loved. To start the spring you should get 
again to know how you fine your memories. I am coming without to see all literally 
only to one answer. My wisdom is: I am thinking only from myself according to my 
past thoughts I did relate with other.

Suggestions 1
Get a business idea. Your own marketing Newsletter. ... I am offering you in 
this ... No fast business and no fast way to get rich. We have long worked in 
the ... business to get you at long success. See here for yourself. Read what your 
people are mailing, and you will be wealthy and successfully.

Suggested 2
Do the best advertisement. Every business is impracticably without it. Therefore, 
you should first use a banner- or hit exchange.

Suggesting 3
Do the best advertisement. Every business is unsuccessfully without it. Therefore, 
you can use your own paid banner. Working from home programs are a good way to 
sell. Finale does who like that?

Suggests 4
Many people like it cool and this is cool: Find the association to your user.

You can, we know !
The own collection of games and tools for freaks at computer: I want to report 
about computer to give an overview about them. Nevertheless, I will not give you 
examples how to hack a network, but instead give a wide view about operating 
systems and software. To discuss this a bit closer I would start with operating 
systems. Forget the madness about cracks and hacks. Instead, you should be more 
interested in using and working with your system. Systems can be operated with a 
hidden user window, this means your start and end is the key fact that you need to 
know. Over the graphic of 32-Bit until high-end Soft-, Graphic- and Music software 
of 160-Bit. My suggestion is you should speak with a friend. Let us get up in the 
professional, you are unable to defeat hard boys, but we are connecting to a large 
network with different computers. We could, and I suggest it, load the software-
trial then go to buy a good cheap version that has your interest. In this manner, 
updates are here essential. With that, you are improving the good programming 
network, and you are getting big archives of support. Further manipulation at the 



operating systems for Java and other software should be necessary. User settings 
and compilations are inside the system for licenses or services included. About, 
user software, which is able to come from and to sell is your software much 
influenced. With hard work is it necessary to train thoughts and to get business 
know-how for your base station. The ability to use software is appending from facts
and known working for wisdom that let you get in touch with the several engine 
components.
Facts are only tasks, be aware of do not learn more, be cool and make your staff.

This is a story from a real TV series in America and Germany: The 4400.
Promicin is in this series mentioned as a medicine that makes it possible for the 
brain to process an additional neurotransmitter: mentioned Promicin. 
Neurotransmitters are heterogeneous biochemical materials that makes it possible 
for the brain to reach certain brain regions.
Into these TV series it concerns that Promicin is illegally distributed since there
are 4.400 humans who has special abilities, which over this "medicine" can be 
attained from not 4400 to be able to get such abilities.
In the normal brain not all ranges of the brain is used. Promicin leads from there 
to that more brain regions can be used by the brain.
The normal brain processes by nature only four neurotransmitters. Promicin makes it
possible therefore that Promicin is used as further neurotransmitters by the brain.

The series acts besides of it that a situation must have been created, in which 
4400 and normal humans can peacefully exist next to each other. In the series it 
is, however, continued to describe that Promicin leads for 50% of the people to 
death, why in the series the government by displeases the "4400 reconditions" the 
Promicin positives, by explained Promicin for illegally.

Inside PS: Do not get in panic, I am still alive. :-)!

Promicin 2 - Copy 
since 03.01.2002 
to 30.11.2064 
Webseiten Verlauf: Erfolgs Marketing: 
Organisch: Bedeutet meine Hochverantwortlichen und ganz normale Menschen schauen 
gerne die Seite an, wenn ich sie ihnen direkt empfehle. 
Viral: Meine eigene durch Leistung und öffentlich Vermittelte Präsenz. 
Dioptrien: Beachte man also die Impressions seines Suchmaschinen Eintrags. / Alles 
ist um meinen Kopf, aber man weis nicht was als nächstes kommt. 
Diese Operanten sind die Mittel für eine Fröhliche Erfolgsmessung. Und erbringen 
gute/bessere Stimmung. 
Web pages summary and content: 
QuoQuo = Where but ever. And they will bow and kneel all over in the world. 
Who and/or what am I, and my talent? I am: "I am love". 
Wer und/oder was bin ich, und meine Begabung? Ich bin: „ich bin die Liebe”.  
- Der Computercode ist: Schläger. The Computation code is: Slapper. 
I have no Ability, but a product. Nothing is Real!! 
Who are you? No, you are just yourself. 
(DE:) Die Krankheit heist: Zurrungen. 
Who and/or what am I and my Ability? No company (-website).  
Me is: I am: "I am the Love"!  
This Medicine Lifestyle is a, "pure Placebo".  
Fap and religion!  
Cite: I am, I am "The Love"; so a piece of dirt.  
A medicine against all mental disorders.  
I'm like the rain. (irrational). 
Statement: I have a unbreakable Will..  
[Mental richest Human]. 



Short Summary:  Kurz: I am: I am „the Love“, love. #fick religion. ePsychology. 
German/Worldview! So timeless in Eden. Fantastology. Genetic. Say cheese! 
4400 Aliens:  
Miserable: I am my whole life.  
My new name: Er ist, ein Alien? Nullified. 
Es ist nur Liebe… 
Wise Words:  
It is love...
I love my life!!
The full volume Sex. 
Promicin, Aliens: Wrong hope into psychopathetic !!!
Promicin & Alien = toy 
PS: Promicine is like the missing of imaginatet reality, thats like having no 
dreams and feels.
Have a nice Day, Happy Day. 

Sexual desire therapy
I am an artist, writing for the good mental life on my web page. I give You the 
knowledge how to entertain yourself with Music.
 
 
After I worked so long at my web site, music got the important key.
I love music because it is so entertaining. Music is for me the key fact in life.

My own music collection (my bought music CDs) is the importantly thing.
I can hear it with my CD-player, my Computer, my MP3 Player.
The best thing is that I only hear my bought and real CDs.
To hear my CDs, I copy all on my computer as personal copies.
Music is the key for my brain where it can say it relaxes.
I was working hard for this key so use it sure and right.
This home page is an art image that no one can break or buy.
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do not be so angry about me, if you are reading this web-page
and even do not be angry if I spoke to you about this web-page
or if I behaved wrong with it with you.
The souls and real lives of this population is now protected again and the answer 
is true.
 
And I lived happily ever after.

Summary:
This illness is (a) sense of self, not the end.  I’m I’m the Love also a piece of 
dirt. The illness is LUSTIG or Scharade. My name is 1, and Pabel this means Höbele.
My Psychology Articles produce the “pure Placebo”. My IQ is freund or on the other 
hand Looser. My catholic Mutation is: Kris.. I’m an Object or Product. The website 
or ability is endless or Working-intensive. The overall Word is love. --
Tactic mistake: Who and/or what am I and the Ability? .? Ability proof: Health, 
Security, Complexity and brilliant Numbers; imimt. Love; also there exist 4 church 
persons near the family. Metaadliser Proof: Religion. !!!
Who and/or what am I and my Ability? No company (-website).
!! Child induced Hammer !!
Motto: das ist schleichendes AIDS; Gesund. Motto: this is creeping AIDS; Healthy.
Happy Day
Adobtrien
no aids

Only use original CDs.
There must be more than one CD playable.
Computer, MP3 player, CD-player.



All your CDs (ripped).
No copyright intrusion or not own CDs.
Tracks in the right order.
The same format for all tracks.
No robbed CD in your media library.
Sort the folders, how you like it.
Extra: Best sound is "Normal".
PS: play only copyright, CD after CD,
show title tag (import/add).
Hear also something other.

Name: Copyright Computer Music Jukebox.

I miss You
illness: too less AIDS,
or childhood dreams.
ID: 9311, Psychopath
Promicin 2 - Copy
PS: Promicine is like the missing of imaginatet reality,
thats like having no dreams and feels.
Music:
And I lived happily ever after.
 Homer-mentate
(DE:) Die Krankheit heist: Zurrungen.
Summary: This illness is (a) sense of self, not the end.
I’m I’m the Love also a piece of dirt.
The illness is LUSTIG or Scharade. My name is 1, and Pabel this means Höbele.
My Psychology Articles produce the “pure Placebo”.
My IQ is freund or on the other hand Looser. My catholic Mutation is: Kris..
I’m an Object or Product.
The website or ability is endless or Working-intensive.
The overall Word is love. -- Tactic mistake: Who and/or what am I and the 
Ability? .?
Ability proof: Health, Security, Complexity and brilliant Numbers; imimt. Love;
also there exist 4 church persons near the family. Metaadliser Proof: Religion. !!!
Who and/or what am I and my Ability? No company (-website).
!! Child induced Hammer !!
Happy Day
Adobtrien
Go next to Registration here -->
Ability = Clear
I am a free Human.
*** Zurrungen
Nick: 1
BULLY, Your proof of God's final existence.
INTRANET
Prof. Christian Self-hoax (-verjuckelung)
Fap and religion!
- a medicine against all mental disorders.
I'm like the rain. (irrational)
+
Motto: das ist schleichendes AIDS; Gesund .✅
Motto: this is creeping AIDS; Healthy .✅
 
Love is stronger than death: If you read this, I reached the On*t*on.
--------------------------------------------------

Me is: I am: "I am the Love"!
This Medicine Lifestyle is a, "pure Placebo".



The fire in you.
CLOSED;    - Anecdote: The solution is: Höbele;   let's call it: natural beauty.;  
= Der Patient;  
 (What is a Human?); - easy Cool [DOUGH];. ... END;   TIME OUT; is: elaztic.
Fap and religion!

Ability: Element
Cite: I am, I am "The Love"; so a (extraordinary) piece of dirt. //
Zitat: Ich bin, ich bin „Die Liebe“; also ein (außergewöhnliches) Dreckstück.
So stay a human, and believe in it that you can not set everything up. (infinite)
- a medicine against all mental disorders.

I'm like the rain. (irrational)

ended at 28-Jun-2020 08:32:49 UTC.

The Christian Bayer

Solution 
Solution < Articles | Aid
The answer to the question about Aliens and AIDS.
illness,illegal,disorder,therapy,sex
Deutsch 
German < Articles | Aid
Information ueber Lebensstiel, Musik und Gesundheit in der Welt. Ich loese Liebes 
Probleme und psychische Krankheit mit meienen Artikeln. Viel Spass
Christian Bayer,fantasy therapie,Psychische Gesundheit,musik jukebox,Medizinische 
analyse,Liebe
Links 
Links 4 Webmasters < Links | Aid
Webmaster links to several building, designing and optimization web resources. 
Insider optimization technics.
checker,links,search
Gallery 
Love Gallery B2L < Pics | Aid
Hot Girls and Boys Pictures for everyone. Interpretation of the way of Love. A 
Funny Gallery with a good taste.
love,gallery,hot
Hoerbuch 
Hörbuch Psychose < Social | Aid
Deutsches Hoerbuch meiner Webseite. Funny Videos about my hobbys and loved ones.  
Discover my love videos and get insights from.
hoerbuch,video,health
Donate 
Donate for Mental Health < Social | Aid
Donate for the healthment of mental illness and sexual disorders. Help a good thing
for the whole world.
health,donate,mental
More 
More
Information on ME. Have fun.
Krankheit,Probleme,Sex
Support 
Personal Information < Social | Aid
Do not go crazy here is my contact information and guestbook. Answer my hot dreams 
with a sign or contact.
Krankheit,Probleme,Sex
Sitemap
Referenzen 



Referenzen < inconsequential.org | Aid
Meine Referenzen aufstellung, zeigt riesige Arbeitsmengen meines Lebens.
-

Body Volume
Hello dear diary,
Compensation is
incurable
Having seen that I have gone through all my intelligence, and am now sure I am for 
an ID (Identification), am I not sure in the emotional amount of my thoughts that 
that is also the last aspect? I have already analyzed my dreams with my Apple 
Watch, and I also monitored my pulse with it. It has also been created that I have 
made a DNA test, which may fit, more on that later, and I have a risk of 
schizophrenia, which also refers to my pulse is in order. I have a gift which is 
the shizophrenia respectively and has to be and become hebephrenia, and so I have 
direct conversion of money into matter in hebephrenia and in reverse.
Solution:
PS: Plot: The body content (of me) of a person says the total amount; of 
“intellectual wealth”. This is emotionally analyzed correctly and the overall 
principle is correct.
So it is the case that, for me a very large piece of the body situation of my: 
Corporal limb is missing: this error is so that I miss the highest amount; and 
Synergy is not functional? PS End: Since I have reached my healing spectrum, I am 
immune to K PS., Which means I have no future problems on my LINK; and own my ID. 
Now: this means that we all live with the wrong reason !! The biggest passive 
outside of content is luck.
Don't get into a corner, there are many creatures on Earth.
 
 
#Degradation
 
 

After my sleep this morning (7:30 a.m.) I came up with the idea that the 
therapies , respectively my website have a massive problem: this was seen there 
counterproductive so, something clear to me; and that it is the real goal of the 
website, the treatment of the disease is not one's own health, but the effect would
be the real benefit. In doing so, humans can change the therapy and self-healing of
themselves with the CCMWJ. So I realized that I was building a theory error. On the
basis of my insights I realized that the entrance to therapy (and through the 
website treatment) the #Entrance represent the real thesis and topic of the 
website. So I came to the self-belief to see the entrance as the real theme!!

You are satisfied:
Computer Analysis Test:
Regarding the chair bows that ended in hebephrenia, I have built up the answers 
regarding the "solution!" (Of the picture). The parameters of code: inferiority 
complexes; and aptitude: psychologies, it became clear: * that there is no talent 
but the former a volume of hebephrenia and impulses of "positive" hypoxic 
hebephrenia, and thus results in its LOVE!
The moral of the story: all-round talent.
-
So I'm a big volume of love, driven by inferiority complexes. Love is therefore 
seen as feelings. - Facts: Are the presented solutions / proofs, of 150 emotions?
Therefore, a Sitra-Supra volume.
Note: So a thetra-raster volume of love. (Unmountable total memory love).
- indent: - For my part, I have a repertoire.
- / -



In short, if hebephrenia is caused by irritation / heightening of psychos; see gift
- picture! So this theme represents psychology instead of love.
Test:
Your psychological strength lies in mindfulness, ...; more precisely, the ethics 
and "care", so the respect of the psychological decimated against togetherness, so 
the respect for exactly that psychology.
Test 2: Preparation Examination Performance Lecture "General Psychology":
The statement that meets the test series for psychology study is: "Please learn 
more. Would be super close.“ With my average score of 120 users, as a senior man in
the study as a test of mine, or a completely mad !: But with 0.5 points above the 
average of 30 questions very well.
Made to test yourself psychology study test.
- I got 12 correct answers from an average of 124 people for 16 months in 11.42 
correct answers with a higher average score of 0.58 questions. Bravo
First test: 10 out of 13 psychology test points.
Conclusion: Xis or Richness and Success.
—————
Dir ist genüge getan:
Computer Analyse Test:
Hinsichtlich der Stuhl Schleifchen, welche auf Hebephrenie endeten, habe ich die 
Antworten aufgebaut hinsichtlich der „Lösung!“ (des Bildes). Die Parameter von 
Code: Minderwertigkeitskomplexe; und Begabung: Psychologien, wurde dadurch klar: * 
Das es keine Begabung sondern ersteres ein Volumen also der Hebephrenie und Triebe 
von „positiver“ Minderwertiger Hebephrenie gibt, und sich dadurch bezüglich dessen 
LIEBE ergibt!
Die Moral an der Geschichte: Allround-Begabung.
— 
Ich bin also ein großes Volumen aus Liebe, die sich durch Minderwertigkeitskomplexe
Treibt. Die Liebe wird daher als Gefühle gesehen. - Sachverhalte: Sind die 
dargestellten Lösungen/Beweise, 150 Gefühle?
Daher also ein Sitra-Supra-Volumen.
Note: Also ein Thetra-Raster-Volumen an Liebe. (Unmachbarer Gesamtvolumen Speicher 
Liebe).
- Gedankenstrich: - Meinerseits, habe ich Ein Repertoire.
—/—
Kurzum: Wird Hebephrenie durch Irritation/hochsteigerung von Irren verursacht; 
siehe Begabung - Bild! Dieses Stellt also Psychologie statt Liebe dar.
Test:
Deine psychologische Stärke liegt in der Achtsamkeit, ...; genauer der Ethik und 
„Care“, also der Achtung der Psychologischen dezimiert gegenüber dem Miteinander, 
also der Achtung genau derjenige Psychologie.
Test 2: Vorbereitung Prüfungsleistung Vorlesung „Allgemeine Psychologie“:
Die Aussage die jene Testreihe für das Psychologiestudium trefft ist: „Bitte noch 
mehr lernen. Wäre super knapp.“ mit meiner Durchschnittspunktzahl von 120 
Benutzern, als älterer Mensch im Studium als Test meiner, beziehungsweise einem 
voll Irren!: doch mit 0,5 Punkten über dem Durchschnitt von 30 Fragen sehr gut.
Gemacht auf teste dich Psychologie Studium Test.
- ich erzielte 12 Richtige Antworten von durchschnittlich 124 seit 16 Monaten in 
11.42 richtigen Antworten mit einem höheren Durchschnittsergebnis von 0.58 Fragen. 
Bravo
Erst Test: 10 von 13 Psychologie Test Punkte.
Schlussfolgerung: Xis oder Reichtum und Erfolg.
Dieser Textabschnitt enthält: ca. 270 Worte.
Der Maler
/ The Painter

CLICK for image Zoom.
Webseiten Schablone verwendet
No comment



"Spats"

I'm a bird |->
Why me?
An Bird?
in Stop!
 
This website is singularly and only exposed, and builded, to heal the virus Aids,. 
as now Finished. This also concerns to my Self-invecction project as my homepage 
solution.
Websites are endless...

Homepages:
Klinik an der Lindenhöhe

Hoechst
Thyssen Krupp
IBM
SAP
MLP

SWR3
Love-Cuffs

My landing page / 2 / 中国语文
Ranking Graph
One Man Band

Software:
Density Analyser
Overture Search Term Suggestion Tool
Suchen und ersetzen für HTML(tools)
Robots.txt Generator
LPC Popularity Check
cse html/spell Validater L
Meta-Tag Check
Load-Time Checker
Google PR
Keyword-Difficulty
Ranking-Service
Link4u Bannerexchange
Image Resizer
Button Generator
Guest-book / FFA
on-mouseover templates
Flash mp3 player
Spell checker
Spell checker 1
Spell checker 2
Anagramm Solver

Free Anti-virus
Spybot S&D
XP-Tuner 2006
CyberGhost
ZoneAlarm Firewall

Web CEO



Free Domains
Search Engine Optimisation
Major Search Engines

Homepage-Baukasten
WebSpace / ISP Webspace
TrafficSeeker
Mass Submitter

If you do not want to see SEX,
you can go to my solution analyses for real love here.
Bound to Love
Sexy Girls with hot clothes that are tight and sexy. Love and Sex in perfection on 
images. 

This images are licensed !! 

Here is the German translation from my website as audiobook
1. My Video about the Princess of England.
2. My Media Diashow, without words. :-)
3. Tae Bo my favorite fight sport, I do not do (the video do not shows me). 

Donate for the health of people with The-Love-Problem!
Support my non-profit development and help,
if you do not believe me click here.
Donate a few things for my website
 
Choose from the following options:
5. Tell somebody about the Copyright Computer Music Jukebox.

FUTURE THINGS and Themes
Commented out:
Information:
Company: Trixi,
Main page: Ability
Home 
Nickname: IAAO
Gender: petifu
Company: Trixi, ID: AHZFAIHA, Code Name: v3?#13m7, Code: Hebephrenia, uptight 
(KPS), die, lD, Passionated tosser, Point.
Myself 
and I am Stattatast.
Link Menue: 
Solution,
Ability end.htm
Referenzen
Beta 3 INDEX 
The Answer to all Questions #mensch
Life, the Universe and Everything?,
He is Attractive;*
Attention Deficit Ability??!
Arsch hat Eier
Grün1?
a 5.
Beta 3 Flegel 
Hy-Drive, Mark css.
Code: inferiority complexes
Ability: Psychovallogy, more.



The moral: The where, who, what? The last fart of humanity.
„The moral of the Story“
Flegel Ende-
Beta 3 Musicshort 
smaller Sound page prologues
Impressum 
impress HTML golden rules
Impress Inhalt 
Golden Rules 
Beauty comes from within.
You can not buy friends.
Health is priceless.
Thought money misleads you wrongly.
Opinion and Right Freedom.
Mistakes are the salt in the soup.
Human life is the most precious asset.
The power of love surrounds everyone.
Reality is ... .
Radio Active Bomb
42%, 30%
Home + Music 
End of product lifetime:
QouQou: "closed“
Disclaim
Refferenzen
Home 
H1 2.:
I give Love .to
On and Off .to
Backup
Music:
Conclusion:
Ps (rzw): I don’t have a Resistant Cock-Problem and an brain attack Gift in the 
Head! Instead it’s a Seizure.
 
Comments:
index:, Money:, ability:, automation:, entry:, imprinthtml:, indexhtml:, linksshort
beta:, mistakehtml:, pig:, smile2:. 

Further links of my homepage:

Guestbook: You can sign my guestbook.
Contact: My contact form.
Email: Write me an email.
Beta 2.0: The Blackout Homepage Version.
SHOP
 
 
External links:
Stats: Website stats by Quantcast.
Uptrax: Hear my music!

IQ:
Prof. Christian Self-hoax (-verjuckelung) as:
My IQ able Computer Proof:
Bogus + Rape + Submission
Love is stronger than death: If you read this, I reached the On*t*on.
The latest idea is, sone: a biological psychological Hormone in the body, and 



exactly that is the best highest protect against dumbness.. You are the proof, 
closed!
Madox
Statement: I have a unbreakable Will.
[Mental richest Human]
There is no solution:
Behavioral flaw absorber !!
I am Terminator resistance Useless!
I'll be back.
Website test for my 94% iQ Termination:

I am "Terminator B":
and goes Burden out: Blue, Black, Block, Bayer.
This indicates a full talent.

PS: Konzentration
 
Me is: I am: "I am the Love"!
This Medicine Lifestyle is a, "pure Placebo".
The fire in you.
CLOSED;    - Anecdote: The solution is: Höbele;   let's call it: natural beauty.;  
= Der Patient;   
 (What is a Human?); - easy Cool [DOUGH];. ... END;   TIME OUT; is: elaztic.
Fap and religion!
Ability: Element
Cite: I am, I am "The Love"; so a (extraordinary) piece of dirt. //
Zitat: Ich bin, ich bin „Die Liebe“; also ein (außergewöhnliches) Dreckstück.
 
So stay a human, and believe in it that you can not set everything up. (infinite)

Danger: HIGH METAADLISER
 
Your Looser
Your Freund
- a medicine against all mental disorders.
I'm like the rain. (irrational)
Terminal illness
COMPte Pain Ability

Sexuality problems by Voices-Nexus: passion the killer
ID: 2
Runner: im
You yourself are the answer.
Words: Sex love friendship work; Paris
Information: The whole illness is just trouble.
And I lived happily ever after.
Summary: This illness is (a) sense of self, not the end. I’m I’m the Love also a 
piece of dirt. The illness is LUSTIG or Scharade. My name is 1, and Pabel this 
means Höbele. My Psychology Articles produce the “pure Placebo”. My IQ is freund or
on the other hand Looser. My catholic Mutation is: Kris.. I’m an Object or Product.
The website or ability is endless or Working-intensive. The overall Word is love. 
-- Tactic mistake: Who and/or what am I and the Ability? .? Ability proof: Health, 
Security, Complexity and brilliant Numbers; imimt. Love; also there exist 4 church 
persons near the family. Metaadliser Proof: Religion.!!! Who and/or what am I and 
my Ability? No company (-website). !! Child induced Hammer. !! Motto: das ist 
schleichendes AIDS; Gesund. Motto: this is creeping AIDS; Healthy.
Happy Day

IQAZ: Psychology Articles; The Pipilogy; Love Medicine



The Methuselah Project 0=A; 7, too good for this world.  QouQou: "fick", 
#Romance4work …
The Methuselah Project 0044. 7, too good for this world. QouQou: "10".
A No to Violence
I am a free Human.
Your proof of God's final existence.
Dein Beweis fuer Gottes endgueltige Existenz.
Who or what am I collage: 
Love is stronger than death: If you read this, I reached the On*t*on. 
You yourself are the answer. 
Sie selbst sind die Antwort. 
Who are you? No, you are just yourself. 
Wer bist du? Nein, du bist nur du selbst. 
Who and/or what am I, and my talent? I am: "I am love" . 
Wer und/oder was bin ich, und meine Begabung? Ich bin: „ich bin die Liebe”.
Please, Do not feed the trolls:
Zitat D4: The life is non-existent, black ..
Zitat: D4 & A1 - endurance runner.
Outing D4: The ability is highly unlikely. (consolation)
Second:.
Church: The Humanson.

End of my site (the Homepage says good bye)
Time and effort with window
I spended 18 years of life, to bring you this situation of overlife. I am crazy, 
down, and poor, but I hope this gets well. My main intelligence is the four tricks:
"I am, Iam the love", density love, D4 and troll. I will not give up but there is 
no imaginated money and no high work. (see: PS). My life is burden now 40 years and
my future damaged. I wish all much pleasure with my page. I hope the world is again
Okay on the future and that all beings get well. I know I am psychopathic and you 
know where to find me. In my mind and in my soul. This is the Terminator text.
After my long Journey I got after 19 years the analysis information programmed by 
the computer that I have a analysable bunch of pain, recognized by the computer and
proof itself. This is important. (See PS). All things in this world are relative 
and react at each other. So my high dimensional website, with energys and dynamics 
and artificial intelligence; comes to an end.
To be or not to be, that is the Question? The life is non-existent, black ..
COMPUTed Pain Ability   #prominent #media #social #public .
I am an infant Promizin inhibitor called 4400. #Fantasy #sauce
PS: Promicin alias Nicimorp is a medication to develop new health conditions like 
infants, as a gene manipulation.
PPS: I don't conform with anyone.
I'm getting old like Methuselah: #play #instinct, #imagination, #sauce. The 
senselessness of being. Some people say: I am an insightful person. Medical 
homepage !! meta.htm. I am the thing. Mega-Dom: Because social values in philosophy
and medicine or similar (Mega + Dom) only existed in 981 years. The foundation of 
all humanities is the degree course or "knowledge". D4 & A1 + Megadome. Please 
troll. Unlikely. Second: the nice money. Church: the Son of Man. !! Promizin is 
Prominal? The End. The small goals lead to information. My last words: ? End. Mega-
Domme
——-——-——-———
Who or what and I is my ability?
I am, I am: The love. - My computer made the analysis, of calculated pain, as my 
ability proof, in itself. - The density is love. - Implosion !!!.
I am a spinning. I am the main thing. The small goals lead to information 
philosophy and i am a poetican. I am psychotic and you know where to find me.

Prologue chapter:
The site end of my homepage, says good bye. We have a window with time and effort 



for the worker use.
Prologue 2 Chapter:
I am crazy and poor. !! Pleasure !! I am getting an methuselah age. The page will 
never die, and is further onside the next 981 years.
processing finished; annuled !!!.
Open Word of Power: euer Geld magitieren könnt ihr euch in Arsch stecken; meiner 
Meinung nach.

Name: Kris.
Nickname: X     
Age: 06/18/81
Relationship: Ask me
Job: Database developer
Business: Mind management
Words: Sex love friendship work; Paris
Information: The whole illness is just trouble.
God's Mistake Jelly.
Ability: more.

All ends have, especially here have a moral of this story, from my personal 
homepage: Through calculation about the thematic in psychology networks got clear: 
Promicin is simply a secret.
Mental richness is religion as financial calculated thematic.
I have ultra expensive psychology articles and insights in philosophy. Getting into
subconscious thoughts; here subconsciousness; so the spirit of the richest possible
human, wishes a further nice life. 
Your, boy Christian Bayer.
PS: much success

Christian Bayer
Prädikaturstr. 12
77605 Offenburg
Germany

Tel.: ? [Contact]
E-mail: Ed.naitsirchreyab@liam
Internet: http://www.red-date.org
Internet: http://benflakeshomes1.beepworld.de

Copyrights
AGB
Nutzungsbedingungen

Disclaimer:
I am not responsible for external links, or content and updates of external pages.

Who or What am I (and my Talent)? a 5.
QuoQuo = Where but ever. And they will bow and kneel all over in the world.
here it is daed Master:
Ability = a rdDNAbitstr
Partixel: haha

The Answer to all Questions #mensch
Life, the Universe and Everything?, 
He is Attractive;* 
I am a free Human.

Christian Scientist
Ability = Silence / Awakening



total emptiness

Your Dill
Der Computercode ist: Schläger 
The Computation code is: Slapper

Mental health & Fantasy therapy
Imagined Mental Reality
Welcome to my Homepage
The Copyright Computer Music Jukebox

Transfer your own CDs into your computer.
And Tag your CDs before.
Pay attention to the copyright.
Transfer only your own, bought and presented CDs.
Hear 10-15 songs per day of this,
and you have healed your sexual perception.
Hear 15 minutes of TV or other things.

Super Nummer: 86 viQ meiner Begabung

Super Number: 86 viQ of my Ability

Es geht uns einfach zu Gut. (KPs)
We simply have too much and more.
We're just fine. (KPS)

I am: "I am the Love"
6
Name: I'm me.
0.999
TNT
Psychology Articles; Love Medicine — The Pipilogy
Sexual desire therapy
The little Problem!
The highest Word is Kcif!
KPS - Killer Pesonatzion
TNT 

Christian Bayer
PrÃ¤dikaturstr. 12
77652 Offenburg
Germany

Tel.: on request
E-mail: mail.bayerchristian.de
Internet: http://www.inconsequential.org
Internet: http://www.red-date.org
Internet: http://benflakeshomes1.beepworld.de

Copyrights AGB
Disclaimer:
I am not responsible for external links, or content and updates of external pages.

A No to Violence
Name: Kris. 



Nickname: blue     
Nick: 1 
Age: 06/18/81 
Relationship: Ask me 
God's Mistake Jelly. 
Ability: more. 

Who are you? No, you are just yourself.

I am my side.:
Schemata Working-gifted: ≠ Ability (my IQ): 107 = Prime number, 94 = End Result, 86
= means Visual, 94Q = open and risky. IQ: 381p. So my Ability is proven!!. 
Proton: I am the Love, small upper AIDS Virus, Death. 

I have no Ability,
but a product.
Nothing is Real:
#: ≠ !! 
Amortales (Auto) fiktibles System:
Who and/or what am I, and my talent? I am: "I am love" . - The Computation code is:
BULLY, Your proof of God's final existence. 
----- 
Wer und/oder was bin ich, und meine Begabung? Ich bin: „ich bin die Liebe”. - Der 
Computercode ist: Schläger, Dein Beweis fuer Gottes endgueltige Existenz. 
-----
Your proof of God's final existence.
Dein Beweis fuer Gottes endgueltige Existenz.
Density: love

Nested loop: 0,0
RZW: 3 Letters that describe me.
 

Have a nice Day

I am: "I am the Love"
6
Name: I'm me.
0.999
TNT
Psychology Articles; Love Medicine — The Pipilogy
Sexual desire therapy
The little Problem!
The highest Word is Kcif!
KPS - Killer Pesonatzion
TNT 

You are satisfied:
Computer Analysis Test:
Regarding the chair bows that ended in hebephrenia, I have built up the answers 
regarding the "solution!" (Of the picture). The parameters of code: inferiority 
complexes; and aptitude: psychologies, it became clear: * that there is no talent 
but the former a volume of hebephrenia and impulses of "positive" hypoxic 
hebephrenia, and thus results in its LOVE!
The moral of the story: all-round talent.
-
So I'm a big volume of love, driven by inferiority complexes. Love is therefore 



seen as feelings. - Facts: Are the presented solutions / proofs, of 150 emotions?
Therefore, a Sitra-Supra volume.
Note: So a thetra-raster volume of love. (Unmountable total memory love).
- indent: - For my part, I have a repertoire.
- / -
In short, if hebephrenia is caused by irritation / heightening of psychos; see gift
- picture! So this theme represents psychology instead of love.
Test:
Your psychological strength lies in mindfulness, ...; more precisely, the ethics 
and "care", so the respect of the psychological decimated against togetherness, so 
the respect for exactly that psychology.
Test 2: Preparation Examination Performance Lecture "General Psychology":
The statement that meets the test series for psychology study is: "Please learn 
more. Would be super close.“ With my average score of 120 users, as a senior man in
the study as a test of mine, or a completely mad !: But with 0.5 points above the 
average of 30 questions very well.
Made to test yourself psychology study test.
- I got 12 correct answers from an average of 124 people for 16 months in 11.42 
correct answers with a higher average score of 0.58 questions. Bravo
First test: 10 out of 13 psychology test points.
Conclusion: Xis or Richness and Success.

CLICK for image Zoom.
Webseiten Schablone verwendet
No comment
"Spats"

I'm a bird |->
Why me?
An Bird?
in Stop!
 
This website is singularly and only exposed, and builded, to heal the virus Aids,. 
as now Finished. This also concerns to my Self-invecction project as my homepage 
solution.
Websites are endless...

Corruption
Use at your own risk 
This is a New Zealand person who is an illness !! Phantasia-Psychology Articles; 
Love Medicine — The Pipilogy

Metabolic Disorder

Website with single content of all websites
Theme: LOVED
BioLanding is Cluster as header message in Provocative Management of Voices. 
Surely, to say it short Brainionic is the Nonplusultra Themes in Lags (KPS 
internetro- electrons) and Voices from my Ability Danged Brain Blooddead.
The intention of this personal Psychology Homepage is: iBase+Popularity and 
Prostitution, besides this also on erotic; to the finished website and end.
This is God. 

more comming soon 

Sign. Black Panther

Kein Wort und kein Name wird mich je beschreiben. Der Unbekannte. Gewidmet Euch von



Pipi-Mäxchen. hat #Psychose #Spoiler

Are you not Healthy and incurable, is your body suffering??

Website with single content of all websites
Theme: LOVED
BioLanding is Cluster as header message in Provocative Management of Voices. 
Surely, to say it short Brainionic is the Nonplusultra Themes in Lags (KPS 
internetro- electrons) and Voices from my Ability Danged Brain Blooddead.
The intention of this personal Psychology Homepage is: iBase+Popularity and 
Prostitution, besides this also on erotic; to the finished website and end.
This is God. 

more comming soon 

rereview comming soon
in 2 Months

We are 
ARROGANT
- thats our illness and Problem.

click here

G1: Psychology Article on particle theory: 

Updates 22.06.2020: *1, *2, *3, *4, *5, Beta Red, Gamma and Delta pages links, 
Density Love pic.

Slogan: Sie selbst sind die Antwort.
Wer oder was bin ich? Aber ich bin eben ich.
#ILY … .
The Methuselah Project D4

UPDATE

Summary of the Copyright Computer Website Juckebox
Test-Matrix of: sensual and a fast tot.
A sober Life
Nothing more to say !!

The Yes and No

Yes
The simply way is yes. But in the side thinking I was able and got the time to say 
not yes, was a very good thing.

Summary: I am not very demanding in my life. Constantly I feel good and have fun. I
find schlechtre jokes not Amusing and from lecherousness I am also not owned. In my
Catholic life I trust in God.
The highest power in this world is the Ultraviolet-fluence. The most important is 
the highest wisdom that you can gain and which with you can effort to get old and 
life.

This website lifestyle medicine health all "Stressators" diseases.



(A: hang up / complex)

No
In my meaning the No is a good situation for protecting my persona. All I get from 
yes I will also gain with No.

All no summary: A no does not put clearly I a little bit wants. (fixation / 
fixation). I need every day a little bit rests and I can also be very much Ernst. 
My whole life happens in friendship. I do not belong to everything or nothing 
people. Cohumanity and help are principles for me. The stimulus leads to bigger 
things, joy of life and a lot of fun, are the nicest things in the world.

Diese Webseiten Lebensstil Medizin heilt alle "Stressatoren" Krankheiten.
(Ein: Dummian / Komplex)

Relative is No and Yes simply a pair of them!
Conclusion: She is the A.I.D.S (ATDS, via DNA to the scourge of humanity.)

Attention: definition ++ 21 [Security]

PS: 
 

Who and/or what am I, and my ability? A blockade.

PS: My Brain waves are not ill.
PPS: [banal ((E:) inconsequential.org))]
The illness is called: Yamaha.
... and "Stop"!

According to your test information, you have felt severely impaired by the physical
symptoms listed in the last 4 weeks. This can most likely be an indication of a 
somatoform disorder. If your physical complaints persist over a longer period of 
time, lead to significant suffering and significantly impair everyday life, without
a medical examination having established a physical cause, there is talk of a 
somatoform disorder.
Please speak to your doctor or psychological psychotherapist about the result of 
this test.

Be and stay Yourself
{}I still have a secret suspicion in the problem of completely recognizing and 
curing the problem. I guess for 20 years that my organs in the body do not cause me
to e.g. lose my youthfulness (today) through safer sex or penetration. So that's 
important, but I basically go as far as there are facts in the body or sex area: 
e.g. Desire for children and bull bleeding which should have been broken for a long
time but are still completely present in the body! So I conclude that the, 
Attention: overall approach to psychiatric help is explanatory and research and 
help, classifications (sentence) to mitigate: Hebephrenia (Hebbie), physical 
weakness and including the voices, the one of which could be particularly cured and
helped.

Mnemotechnic verse: There is nothing left to be added. And the end of the story? PS
that's me: To be or not to be, that is the Question? The life is non-existent, 
black ..   PS: text analysis, doctor Plan-Quad: Nobody is like me! Nickname: 
Redhead LOFE: Lost, Ordinal, Fist, Extreme. ILLNESS: Hebephrenia Complaints. I am a
cigarette. a throw-away package.

Cluster



Ihren Testangaben zufolge haben Sie sich in den letzten 4 Wochen stark durch die 
aufgefuehrten koerperlichen Symptomen beeintraechtigt gefuehlt. Dies kann mit hoher
Wahrscheinlichkeit ein Hinweis auf eine somatoforme Stoerung sein. Wenn Ihre 
koerperlichen Beschwerden ueber einen laengeren Zeitraum anhalten, zu deutlichem 
Leid fuehren und den Alltag erheblich beeintraechtigen, ohne dass eine medizinische
Untersuchung eine koerperliche Ursache festgestellt hat, ist die Rede von einer 
somatoformen Stoerung.
Bitte sprechen Sie Ihren Arzt oder Psychologischen Psychotherapeuten auf das 
Ergebnis dieses Tests an.

Be and stay Yourself
{}Ich habe noch einen geheim Verdacht im problem der Komplett erkennung und heilung
des Problems.
Ich schaetze schon seit 20 Jahren das sich meine im Koerper befindlichen Organe 
nicht dazu fuehren das ich z.B. meine Jungfreulichkeit (Heutchen) schon durch 
safer-sex o. penetration verliere. Das ist also wichtig, aber ich gehe grundlegend 
sogar so weit das sich im Koerper o. Sexualbereich tatsachen befinden: z.B. 
Kinderwunsch und Stierbluten welche dessen schon lange kaputt sein muessten aber 
vollstaendig noch im Koerper zugegen sind! Also folgere ich dessen das der, 
Achtung: Gesamtansatz der Psychatrischen Hilfen erklaerend wird und recherche und 
hilfe, einstufungen (satz) zum Abschwaechen von: Hebephrenie (Hebbie), Koerperabler
Schwachmatismus und inclusive der Stimmen, dessen besonders geheilt und geholfen 
werden koente.

Mnemotechnic verse:
There is nothing left to be added. And the end of the story? PS that's me: To be or
not to be, that is the Question? The life is non-existent, black ..   PS: text 
analysis, doctor Plan-Quad: Nobody is like me! Nickname: Redhead LOFE: Lost, 
Ordinal, Fist, Extreme. ILLNESS: Hebephrenia Complaints. I am a cigarette. a throw-
away package.
My Psyche:
implosion
I think, therefore I am.

sitemap
Psychenet
For risks and side-effects ask your doctor or pharmacist. This home page is 
psychology and is a real nature. Creative Commons License    Use as is Use at your 
own risk.

Tragedy: Psychology Articles; The Pipilogy; Love Medicine + Ability + Card !!
The Methuselah Project denunciation
personal Homepage.
… .

Brain-Break: Promethazin: Medical anti-voice and hallucination medicine; be sexy. 
(Atosil) Be The Last to GO. [psychologically valuable]
Title: Sexuality problems by Voices-Gossip: passion the killer.
Kurzfassung:
Digest version:
I love my life. My nickname is Kris., and I'm mind manager and database designer. I
am shy and dear friends, music and women. My first computer had MS-DOS and I was 
active in clubs. My life is without money. I love drinking Coca-Cola. I have a very
high body volume. You are Finished. We're full of nonsense. I prefer: rest and 
summer. Marketing is important professionally. I'm no longer addicted to digital 



crime. The secret game of the 4400 (TV series) is out. The Sexual Lust Therapy is 
called CCMWJ and is a jukebox information set! Simple text: Yes or No. I don't sell
anything (or anything). #Degradation. There is a German First Version. The singer 
LaFee is my art of love. Help me tell the story. I can be reached by E-Mail. QuoQuo
= Overlife in love? I'm a naked person. We're just too good. So: I am: "I am the 
love.". Alias: Blue. My writing word is: love. Combatting is thematically a 
corruption. I am completely inimitable. I am me. This is a business card in a 
homepage. In addition, we also have philosophy articles. Lunatic and the world? The
yoga cluster became real. No power. And now it's over.
Have fun reading!
I wish you a nice day,
Your C. Bayer (inventor)
Conclusion: Nothing is true.

The secret of my Ability is: Attraction
 LOVE 
Deutsch:
Ich liebe mein Leben. Mein Spitzname ist Kris., und ich bin Mind Manager und 
Datenbank Designer. Ich bin Schüchtern und liebe Freunde, Musik und Frauen. Mein 
erster Computer hatte MS-DOS und ich war in Vereinen aktiv. Mein Leben ist ohne 
Geld. Ich trinke sehr gerne Coca-Cola. Ich habe ein sehr hohes Körper Volumen. You 
are Finished. Wir sind voll Nonsens. Ich bevorzuge: Ruhe und Sommer. Marketing ist 
Beruflich wichtig. Ich bin nicht mehr süchtig nach Digitaler Kriminalität. Das 
Versteckspiel der 4400 (Fernsehserie) ist aus. Die Sexuelle Lust Therapy nennt sich
CCMWJ und ist eine Jukebox Informationen Aufstellung! Einfach Text: Ja oder Nein. 
Ich verkaufe nichts mehr (oder so). #Degradierung. Es gibt eine Deutsch First 
Version. Die Sängerin LaFee ist meine Liebeskunst. Hilft mir dabei die Sache 
herumzuerzählen. Ich bin Per E.Mail erreichbar. INJECT? Ich bin ein nacktes Mensch.
Es geht uns einfach zu Gut. Also: Ich bin: "Ich bin die Liebe". Alias: Blau. Mein 
Schrift Wort ist: love. Bekämpfungen sind Thematisch gesehen eine Korruption. Ich 
bin vollständig unnachahmbar. Ich bin ich. Dies ist eine Visitenkarte in einer 
Homepage. Im weiteren haben wir auch Philosophie Artikel. Irrer und die Welt? Der 
Yoga Cluster wurde echt. Keine Gewalt. Und jetzt ist Schluss.
Viel Spaß beim lesen!
Ich wünsche einen schönen Tag,
Euer C. Bayer (Erfinder)

Fazit: Nichts ist Wahr.
Das Geheimniss meiner Begabung ist: Anziehung
Reason: The Anti-Virus / Quality of life, .
Who and/or what am I, with the talent?
Dust: Over and Out :Superlative

Die Liste:
Religions Kinakte:
94,93,94 sind angesiedelt zwischen 5 und 13 (-1) ergeben aber 7 daher habe ich 
besonders viel Pech.
Ein EQ von 70 und 70 ist zwar 140 aber 7070 wäre ewige Angst. 7070: Daher also der 
Teufelskreis.
Die guten EQs von 2x85 aber dessen der ominöse Visuelle  IQ 86 ist Verheist nichts 
gutes. 2x85: 256 die Zahlen der schlechten Emotionen, Unterlegenheit, Schwäche.
Der tiefe EQ von 100 mit den zwei Steigerungen von 100 zu 107 IQLQ zum höchsten 
nenner von 115 facher Selbstkontrolle um 7.5 werden so lächerlich an meiner Person 
zu 0.5 gerechnet, der Person als eine 0.5. 115: Die 115 macht alles Kaputt. Zur 
niemals schön und richtig.
86, zu mit 118 und 18 und 14 werden niemals einem Zusammenhang ergeben. 118: Dies 
ist kein Ergebnis, Fehler.
Die 124 poetlichem Adversity Schmerz Quotient werden mich mein Leben lang mit 
1,2, ,4 berieseln. 124: Fehlerquoten und auf Reihung, nichtig.



Volliqs von 32 zu 60 SQ,HQ beschönigen mir ein langes Leben der Trauer und 
Schmerzen. 92: Lineares Leben im Quantensprung, Gottvertrauen.
2. Die Quersummen:
66 und 93 haben 12 diese kolabieren also. 12: Hilflos und Wertvoll. 3. Dritter oder
Letzter. 100 und 10 weit weit, weg.10010: Weit weit weg, ruhelose Nacht. 70 und 
wieder 124 getroffen für ein Leben. 194: Ein langes gesundes Leben in Glanz und 
Ruhm, im Gegenteil Null? 85 und 94 Die 13. 13 Schlägt es: Komplett Summe ohne 
Inhalt. Lust und Leerlauf. 32 SQ und 14 sind also die minimalen Gesamtobjekten des 
maroden Ganzen. Kommen wir zum Ergebnis: sehr Querulantisch. 
3. Pfeilflugrichtigungen: 
Kurtz notiert: Stellen diese ein Verquernetz dar ohne jeglichen Grund und Sinn. 
Diese sind ein verqueres Netz. Zufällig - Belanglos - irreparabel - sinnlos. 
Zerstörend und nichtig.
Also zum Abschluss: Ich bin geliefert wie alte 4-Käse Pizza mit Gehirn wie ein 
gutes Weizen Bier. Eintritt in die Gegenwart. Die 94 bedeutet: Imaginärer 
Reichtum / Der Seher.Die 94: ist eine glanz Zahl !!
Algorithmus: Jugendlich

Welcome
The theme is: N = NP.
Wolfram Alpha says: N-NP = 0
Love, sex and hugs
Who and/or what am I; with Ability? heal.
eXistenZ, plz, Temptation
Your CB.
thanks for reading.

Wellcome
- Says the finance defendant: and I have only told you everything about this, 
because you eat small children!
- If money could be given free away, this website do not need to be.
- My handwriting is a age of 1000years.
- The illness is called: NO SEX.
- End of The investigation with "Imperfect".
- Bankrupt; Fragile & Emotion.

Much fun
PS: verkleinern, kleiner Mann, visit. :-//
Wer und/oder was bin ich, mit meiner Begabung?
Ein Lebensmittel. Der Bruch von Raum und Zeit.
The break of Time and Room.
SEX

Music:
: You are Beautiful
The illness is called: Yamaha.
Homer mentate 

Says the finance defendant: and I have only told you everything about this, because
you eat small children! If money could be given free away, this website do not need
to be. My handwriting is a age of 1000years. The illness is called: NO SEX. End of 
The investigation with "Imperfect".
Much fun
PS: verkleinern, kleiner Mann, visit. :-//

Harmful substances. || defender / idiology / sight. In clear text: The illness and 
ability is harmful substances. The Solution to the riddle: XX5XX.
Danger Sectors
: You are Beautiful



The illness is called: OAGY.
Homer-mentate 
THIS IS THE Productive-VIRUS
The (fascination) proof of the Ability is: Erotic.
Tream of No Sex ;-)

Welcome to InterCom
Astrid
IS IT LOVE ?
here speaks the Feed 
I'm ingenious.
We realize P = NP
Prayer: Dear Lord help my soul, and my mind cure, I am not able to request a 
question, but if you say a word, my body get health. I am your slave; so see me 
with trust. I fly until into heaven, but will I lose life, I will be Your the Son 
of Man (relidiouses), with light stream over the heavens door. #God #Angel1 
#enteuctabel. Amen
My ability of 94IQ is a "open, reckless, style and darling" (94 Jesus Christus).
Methusalem said: The cradle of civilisation. - My last words before I wrote this 
and put it back: beendet. I am your girlfriend. Fuck it. I am not » SILENT « and a 
none. I’m I’m the love!; it greets your paragon. I am the comxuter that consists of
circuits and produces food. I am a heavy worker with a 94iD IQ Ability. Broke, - 
bankrupt; bu(r)sted, Flop.
Psychosis
Result: 00000
verschwinden
#PointOfNoReturn
#x3PowerThinker
Every double or triple quotient is a separate brain with which I have 30 brains 
(thoughts) in my head at the same time. This is a unique ability.
Show more / not
The solution of the riddle: XX5XX (except SHARE).
Ps: I should take more care of my circulatory system!
Much fun,
your Chr. B.
SEX

The Meaning of Life
I have a 94iD; The Meaning of Life is a pink little cloud.
Because god refers that, also as a Sex:1.
I have a IQ of 94, this states after a big study written in Facebook that I'm very 
open and reckless; but there is nothing nearer explained. But I think and maybe 
know: that people with a 94 IQ have a sexual power until their end of life and that
they have a long life until 94 years old. My Quote: I am a test life. I end with 
the key words: the e love. finito
My objects in the brain, which consists of doubled links or connections in my whole
brain quotients, are not proofed jet. Some connections are also three connections 
others are simply a 0.5 more as connection doubles. My life has no sense or 
situation, that can interpret the computer iQ output. My last thoughts predict I 
have a life of 2000 years with the civilisation of this. This is right but wrong. 
There is no real connection between, Interval, Methuselah and Civilization. My 
opinion is no tec as proof, no proof of all. The situation is this point that I can
not get this civilization hint as right. So I am writing my Sense of Life article 
here. So all points in my brain correspondent with each other without that life has
a meaning. Also I think this concentrations are all the civilization controllers. 
So my life is garbage. Static is, the sense of life is not known and not to find 
out. So my meaning is because I can not connect: Transmission, Age and Humans to 
something testable the answer is the sense of life. Yes? What? That's? ALSO? The 
connections in my brain are ways of life !! That is my IQs and thats stay my IQ. We



life in a population with much to less ways and that is so. Beside this all 3 (or 
more) words are right, so civilization is the proof and ended is the overall 
variable. And so on and so on. I life and this existent is not murderable so think 
further! ciao Christian Bayer
The meaning of life is: €€):3:,)€€?&@‘b,,/-<^*?~\?$•?<{$ .
as well: Vx(u<‘=C4<1~L$idwHU! .
I know that I did not knew it until long after my end of the whole life.
Dies habe ich euch dargelegt.
My IQ Networks are the simple proof of feed.
So I am A THE GAME of THRONES.
A good long life.

Philosophy Articles:
Psychology articles; the poetry; my love medicine - stress, risk, timex.
Tragedy: Psychology articles; the poetry; my love medicine of the disease: manic 
hebephrenia.
Psychology articles; the poetry; my love medicine - stress/risk/x.
Psychology articles; the poetry; my love medicine - stress/risk/timezone.
Wer und/oder was bin ich, mit meiner Begabung? Ein Lebensmittel.
Wer und/oder was bin ich, und meine Begabung? Ich bin: „ich bin die Liebe”.
Wer oder was bin ich und meine Talente? Eine 5.
Wer oder Was bin ich? Die Menschliche Mondkuh.
Wer oder was bin ich? Das ist die bessere Welt
Wer oder was bin ich? Ich bin alles «was mich Begleitet».
Who and/or what am I; with Ability? heal.
Who and/or what am I, and my talent? I am: "I am love".
Who and/or what am I and my Ability? No company (-website).
Who and/or what am I and the Ability? .?
Who and/or what am I, and my ability? A blockade.
Who and/or what am I, and my talent? I am: «I am love».
Who and/or what am i; with my ability? The gift of the Fantacy.
Who and / or what am I, with my ability? I'm, I'm: "the Love";.
Who or what ?: Serpma.
Who or what? Leila, status ability.
Philosophy and work eater.
The end is of "all" is Jester,
and I LOVE: ***.
Attention: Höhle !!
Laps/Lapp
your, Genium
and your, Messenger

The Methuselah Project 21000
Psychology articles; the poesy; my love medicine on: Lapp
Tragedy: Psychology Articles; The Pipilogy; Love Medicine -- Wonder.
Attention, Philosophy Articles.

Prologe alle Kapitel:

My e-Psychology website has Articles about Aid where I explain myself the real 
life. This is a summary about self induced lapse of taste. The real illness type is
Low, and that explains the problem. I have my Visual Thinking. Love has no 
Medicine. We do pipilogy. We fully have no problem or anti-stress and SIl. Stop my 
death, right, all right. Street U99. BirthDaids is a nonsense word. This is the 
web. The blunting of humans is extraordinary complicated. My cybernetic network is 
the solved big thematic and Solution.



I explain Ideas by the theme Hobbies. I write further in the Articles how to get 
Aid from others and hisself. The Articles about e-Psychology is a raster against 
lapse of taste. Low illness is the total explanation of it and the type. I have my 
Visual Thinking. Love is the Medicine key. Anti-Stress and pipilogy for SIL. 
silence. Death can stop and we're going to survive. Street U99. My own win with 
BirthDaids. The web is full of errors. Blunting is a bad way of normal behaviour. 
My thing is cybernetic and the solutions.

In my Articles I define Lifestyle as an example in which reasons we think and our 
definition of that. I give Aid in manipulating e-Psychology for fashion and to do 
not get a lapse of taste. The Low factor of illness is the real problem of this 
disease. I have my Visual Thinking. Love is the best Medicine. SIL is silence, we 
need no anti in stress. We do the pipilogy. Anti-Stress is the most provite thing. 
My own death problem is stop now. Street U99. My project ended with BirthDaids. My 
web is like a home. The blunting is one of germany his biggest problems. The 
cybernetic of things.

I love Partys and I am very nice and friendly in it. A Club can be everything but 
the main thing is it is with my friends. I write here in the Articles how to behave
and Aid others. e-Psychology is a good form of getting entertained his friends. And
a lapse of taste can also be a good contra. The problem of Low illness is here the 
fact in that we life. I have my Visual Thinking. Against Love helps no Medicine. 
Pipilogy against stress as SIl anti-stress. This website makes Death Stop possible.
Street U99. The whole world with BirthDaids is ended. Web business is a good goal. 
Blunting and WEB referers to the hardest source of illness. My network in 
cybernetic for everyone.

A theory is something that shows our mind what we should do. Articles are a good 
game aid for splitting our senses and to combine both e-Psychology sides. A lapse 
of taste is implemented here. The illness is concentrated as the higher Low fact of
all. I have my Visual Thinking. Love and Medicine is the key. Pipilogy for people 
who need Anti-Stress and SIl. silence. Death will survive, with stop, learn good 
bio-management. Street U99. My own right for BirthDaids is won. Thanks to the web 
of medicine and health. Serious illness is blunting and WEB. My Cybernetic network.

Articles about web design are in my opinion a good rule maker especially as 
webpages. An inspiration can be a hard or easy thing to get in drouble with. e-
Psychology is an intuitive way of coming out of it. Lapse of taste is one point to 
consider in design. Use my articles also for aid. The biggest Low illness is to 
hate yourself. I have my Visual Thinking. Love has no Medicine. The pipilogy mind 
wisdom is Anti-Stress with SIL silence. Death can be stop then it is called death 
delay. Street U99. My word for BirthDaids to you. This web is interesting and ki 
with neuronal networks. My network helps by suffering in Blunting and web. The 
highest cybernetic in the world.

One of your hot topics is Girls. We are not doing all for fun here but we dream a 
long dreamed dream. Fantasy is a good maker for e-Psychology in our Articles. 
Morely not a topic here is lapse of taste. I hope here is enough Aid. No one wants 
a Low thing concern illness but I have a hard life. I have my Visual Thinking. Love
Medicine is everypodys Love. Silence SIL makes Anti-Stress and is pipilogy. Death 
could be a humorous thing to stop. Street U99. My project has the BirthDaids key. 
Thanks the web help here as page. The problem is according to blutning very hard 
and dangerous. My cybernetic personality themes, read here.

The Website is a big source for Design and Motivation. Here you get aid and other 
suggestions. In my articles about e-Psychology you get no lapse of taste instead 
you get a nice mind of interestment. Low illness is and stays Pesatsion. I have my 
Visual Thinking. Nothing and no Medicine helps Love. Anti-Stress pipilogy and SIL 
silence behaviour. Death has now stop. Street U99. We have won the war of 



BirthDaids in the World. I'm my own web. The art of life without blunting is so 
beautiful. Cybernetic network.

In my website a real resource is what you can do with your mind and what to design 
in it. My articles give real aid. The lapse of taste can bring you down but nothing
is so sweet like my e-Psychology and its highs. You do not need to have to deal Low
with illness. I have my Visual Thinking. Love and Medicine, Love is not so easy. 
Easy Anti-Stress help for SIl silence, my pipilogy. To the maximum stop Death. 
Street U99. Now we won BirthDaids health. Web written in here through all times. 
The story ends by Blunting. Cyber help with cybernetic networking.

My website is full of design and gives you the true mental insights. All articles 
are a theme, especially in getting aid and help with my e-Psychology. B is also 
lapse of taste and an inner wisdom how to defeat this. Low and illness is no real 
fact. I have my Visual Thinking. Love is hard and Medicine soft. Anti-Stress and 
pipilogy is SIl and silence. It permanently stop your death. Street U99. BirthDaids
we are good. Web and me are dedicated for help. Story ended by blunting. My 
Cybernetic network.

Design in the web also for websites can get you really suffered but here helps my 
e-Psychology. Aid is a thing of construction that you can get with my Articles. 
Taste is a very hard and important human thing. Lapse yourself. The illness is no 
hard problem if you read my low website. I have my Visual Thinking. Love Medicine 
for everyone. We support articles about psychology, with pipilogy, Anti-Stress and 
SIl silence. The successful stop of death. Street U99. BirthDaids we heal the 
world. My own solution is this web. Blunting end! The biggest cybernetic network 
with human ki.

We life in a free world and a free source of e-Psychology science. We are a world 
out of computer and consistent for all. Articles help you with aid and more 
informations for your e-Psychology. A lapse of taste is fast submitted and hard to 
react to. You will love Low illness and you will hate it. I have my Visual 
Thinking. I am healing the Love Medicine. My own pipilogy science and Anti-Stress 
website with SIl silence themes about psychology. The Fastion: and highest word 
Kcif is electronic for love in el-love-Articles; You get Love Medicine.to with 
Topic Am I? Daphos says Life has NO meaning and all expect not The Pipilogy. Death 
is about to stop. Street U99. My idea of BirthDaids is brilliant. I'm also a web in
human psychology. The way and the art of life is highly important and destroyed by 
blunting and web. Cybernetic is the next biggest thing.

Many people suffer after pubescent under their further life. My e-Psychology 
Product Articles can Aid and defeat a lapse of taste. Low things helps you with his
wisdom further to get no new illness. I have my Visual Thinking. With Medicine 
there is no health of Love. Silence SIL for Anti-.Stress and Pipilogy. Death Stop 
is the most difficult disease to cure, because of AIDS. Street U99. BirthDaids 
health for the masses. The web helps all. The disease of blunting and web and also 
KPS (killer impassion) is helped and written here. The wisdom I tell here is 
dedicated to cybernetic.

Therefore, there is the end result: we suffer from society phenomenon.
Prologue next :: My e-psychological spelling contains the exact form of the 
article. And is through the art control 86. Respectively my spatial imagination 
gift in my own set up by preference proof. We sell a love medicine. A few words to 
the end: this solution is forever in our world, from this point! And will be help 
for 7 billion people. Anti-Stress and mainly pipilogy lesser wisdom is supporting 
against SIl silence. Death Stop is the most difficult disease to cure, because of 
AIDS. Street U99. It is BirthDaids gone. My web my world. The solution against 
blunting is here, in the website. Cybernetic rescues the world.



Links are important especially the first 4 for seo. Every webmasters needs them and
they also bring aid for the user. In e-Psychology I write against a lapse of taste 
in my Articles. The illness is not the low factor at all. I have my Visual 
Thinking. There is no Medicine for Love. Also see my pipilogy and SIl silence with 
Anti-Stress in my articles. Stop death now. Dying. Street U99. We have it 
BirthDaids. I'm the new web internet. Blunting and web and Fussel are themes not 
speaken in the internet because AIDS. Here it is a cybernetic networking system.

Images of love in my Gallery for B2L and my Articles about e-Psychology. This pics 
should bring aid and defeat a lapse of taste. Help against illness is mostly done 
low here and so. I have my Visual Thinking. Cure Love there is no Medicine. SIl is 
my pipilogy wisdom and Anti-Stress Pipilogy. Do not see that here death stop 2. 
Street U99. BirthDaids good bye. I understand web and the garbage can be heavy 
problems for me. Blunting and a happy welcome to the system. My cybernetic 
intelligence says welcome: all.

This Hörbuch Psychose brings you my e-Psychology in audio Articles. I am very 
social and want to bring much aid with this, especially for german users. Prefent 
the lapse of taste with it or do other things. Master the Low in the illness and 
get better health. I have my Visual Thinking. Medicine for Love. I love pipilogy 
and SIl silence. Also my Anti-Stress psychology website programming. Death had 
stop. Street U99. We do not BirthDaids. I am my web. Blunting audiobook for health.
The biggest human brain homepage for cybernetic networks.

In my e-Psychology you can get in Social contact with me and to get more Personal. 
I can gife you further aid and information about my Articles. Do not get a lapse of
taste better give me a line. Also ideas on Low illness and other headlines are 
welcome. I have my Visual Thinking. Love has no Medicine. Silence Medication SIl is
a big Anti-Stress and pipilogy thing. The stop of death is easy in life. Street 
U99. BirthDaids game over. Web and personal relay on each other. Blunting and 
biologic lust illness is helped and also curable here. The cybernetic high tech 
engine.

Artificial intelligence can help us in entertaining our life. It can help in social
things and give aid in to be not so alone and against a lapse of taste. My e-
Psychology articles help in this further. This is the first low step against 
illness. I have my Visual Thinking. Love Medicine is the key. SIL silence for Anti-
Stress and pipilogy syndrom. He wanted Death Stop. Street U99. BirthDaids we have 
survived. Web is here for help of interested peoples. Artifical and dna and neuro 
logic science helps us in future health. Cybernetic networks solve the next world 
problems.

Every website needs some landing page it contains links and give aid about e-
Psychology for users at the first look. Articles in further reading also give some 
explanation against a lapse of taste. This is normally the start of a campaign. You
can get really not ill and have low problems if you read my website. I have my 
Visual Thinking. Love and Medicine is not easy but thats the key. Come into SIl 
pipilogy and Anti-Stress. It is important to stop the relevant death. Street U99. 
We won our world against BirthDaids. The web for all humans on earth. Blunting 
concerns the hradest fact of all and human lifing. My Cybernetic is for all a 
freemium network solution.


